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“I swear by Apollo the Healer, by Ascepius, by Hygieia, 
by Panacea...” begins the original Hippocratic Oath. 
While we no longer swear by the Greek gods, the spirit 
behind their invocation remains the same: we dedicate 
ourselves to the practice of medicine, the healing of 
others.
  Practicing medicine inherently involves learning 
about humanity: understanding the lives, beliefs, and 
challenges inherent in one’s perception of wellness 

and illness. We believe the arts enhance our 
understanding of medicine and humanity, allowing 
us to reflect on narratives shared with us or 
experienced by us, to visualize scenarios from 
a variety of perspectives, and to process the 
challenges inherent in life.
  Our group strives to be a platform for the 

creation, discussion, and analysis of the arts 
as related to medicine. The Hopkins Arts in Hopkins Arts in 

Medicine SocietyMedicine Society began as a space for students to 
pursue and share their artistic passions with each 
other. We hope it continues to be a space for creativity 
to unfold, accessible to all who want to participate, 
regardless of artistic background.
    PanaceaPanacea is a manifestation of this mission: a 
publication celebrating our endeavors to reflect upon 
the world around us. All work published in these 
pages was created by current medical students during 
their time in medical school.
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The tiredness in her eyes 
The stench of sweat and blood 
The beeping of machines

The layers of hand sanitizer 
The rough texture of the yellow gown 
The sleepless nights spent blindly typing notes

The glassy eyes left after a flatline 
The candlelight extinguished 
The heaviness in the air 

Why do we continue?

The cry of a newborn 
The beating of the heart 
The smile on his brow 

The thank-you note from a family 
The laughs shared amongst the team 
The breathless sunrise after a night shift 

The realization after reading a paper 
The proud joy of putting on a white coat 
The hug from a patient 

Is that why we continue?

Life cannot replace loss 
The dead are still dead 
So why do we continue?

Why
Do We

Sharon Pang

Rain in The Valley of the Gods Andy Schilling
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Halushka’s Dreams Kaitlin Williams, acrylic on canvas
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Fungal Suite

Electricity a consequence 
Natural as the melting between molten earth and air 
Or the path salts take for the sake of balance 
Fire does not know balance 
Fire consumes in one direction only 
Like the greedy brain  
Always growing, is sweet tooth 
Giving it cavities and clots 
If the body does not fail 
The lump of fatty cells 
Encased in a safe with only twelve phone lines 
Will try to call again

But the body fails 
Inevitably, entropically 
Programmed in its very machinery 
Is the ritual for death

To live is to rot— 
Cells who disobey overthrow their host 
And die anyways

There is poison everywhere 
In the earth we are polluting with every breath 
Earth, waste of earthworms 
Fecal gold to let plants grow 
And gain the smell of bad earth

Damp and infected 
Like infection 
Viruses are not alive because they only occur in one 
direction

Like how countries must be able to invade and be invaded 
To hold sovereignty that can be lost

The body is fertile ground 
For poems and parasites 
Host to every self inf licted pain 
And pleasure the brain unconsciously devises

To breathe, consume, fall and live 
As organic machinery do— 
To slowly decay 
To be left, consumed, ash particles 
Breathed in by fortunate few 
Who still have the privilege 
To take in life’s poison 
And infect the next generation 
Ad infinitum 
Biology is death 
And its propagation

To live is to rot 
Breathing in implies breathing out 
Inspiration to expiration 
Irreversible either way

Processes carried out from the snaking 
Hollow forests of the bronchioles 
Out back into the air like a miasma 
My asthma 
Is due to the breaths cities breathe

As humans move around 
Great carbon emitting machines 
Wouldn’t it be faster to fill lungs with smoke?

It’s the lack, not the poison that kills you. 
Suffocation evokes the color Blue 
Whole bodies turned placid 
Blood settling down in great purple swells 
Contaminated aquaphores 
Fed by the food and drink

The Lord Metabolism requires 
To turn clean water into filth 
To be pumped into the sea— 
To become rain— 
To return to our parched lips

For water runs in cycles 
And we should be glad the f luid aperture of our eye 
Can see no smell 
To cancel out the f loating veins and particles of dust 
That contaminate our groundwater

No stranger humor f lows than life 
No familiar friend more expected 
Than death

How like a cemetery is our gut 
How industrial, to let the bodies sit and sit 
Through natural f loods 
And ignore them, live upon them 
A city built on graves 
Civilization an appendix 
To the greater Text which is Nothing 
A star’s vain light 
As it consumes itself 
While the vacuum does nothing 
And wins 
The circuity of ours  
Powered by smaller reactions 
Works in much the same way 
Fire is a reaction 

Xian M
ao



Daybreak

In this visit I will tell her 
that her baby is a peanut, 
small and delicate like amethysts, 
someone to give her father’s name, 
or even no name at all, 
because after all sometimes it’s hard to count 
the stones that fill her garden, 
and pregnancy has given her feet that ache and  
 arms that hold the world.

And maybe in this visit this will be the father 
that will cry, 
cradling the baby in his arms while holding 
 gemstones in his eyes,  
or maybe he will find himself half a world away, 
weeping through the phone as he hears, 
yes, she is a girl that we welcome to this world, 
both healthy and loud.

Maybe she will be the girl who twirls 
on ankles broken with the pain 
despite the treatments spilled into her veins. 
Maybe someday she will tell me 
that she wants to die, 
and her father will cry for this was not his dream. 
Another boy will scream 
because he dreams of bugs, 
inky beetles that waddle like he does 
because his nerves are bitter and unclothed. 
And maybe someday his blistered lungs will pull  
 him under like a stone.

But in this visit I will tell her 
that her baby is like precious gold, 
a gift that makes us weep, 

that makes us rush, 
that makes us dream, 
arms and feet wrapped up in ours, 
each pulling at each other’s threads like  
 aphids in a spiderweb.

I think back to when 
there was a child who lost a peanut in his nose,  
the air pulled out from him like ghosts 
the family and their grief a stone 
that was thrown across a pond 
to cast an echo in its wake,

For every child is a vision, 
a daybreak in the broken sky.

JP Senter

Loch R
aven Reservoir

Patapsco R
iver in Fall
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JP Senter
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“She was always so kind to “She was always so kind to 
everyone,” he looks at her, everyone,” he looks at her, 
years and years of life and years and years of life and 
love and loss linger in that love and loss linger in that 
look. “Except herself.”look. “Except herself.”

SHESHE IS A portrait in many colors. Her skin is yellow, a soft sun 
filtering through curtains in the early morning. The whites of 
her eyes are darker, gooey egg yolks accentuating blue iris waves. 
Staring into her eyes always makes me uncomfortable. Some-
times I look away first. More often her eyes f lutter shut quickly 
after opening, sparing me from looking into the windows of her 
soul, windows smudged from the slow burn of self-destruction. 
Her chest and arms are adorned with little spider bites of red. 
Her belly is a drum. I tap on it, making music. The music fades 
when I reach the edges of her belly where the f luid is. It’s as if 
all the drinks she swallowed over the years settle right there 
beneath my fingertips. If only I could bilge them away.

She is a portrait of disease painted in many beautiful colors 
on a tired body. Her neck is bent awkwardly to the right, leaving 
her head hanging limply on her shoulder. Her dry, chapped lips 
are parted. No words come out, only soft moans and spit, which 
clings to her chin and dribbles, slowly onto her gown. I shake 
her awake gently, calling her by name. On days like these, my 
Attending barks out her first name. It is somehow both intimate 

and jarring, grabbing her attention in a way that only angry 
mothers do. Today, her lucidity slips through our fingers. She 
sinks back into herself. I remind myself to be thankful for my 
own self-awareness, for knowing the days of the week, my loved 
ones. My own name. I wonder, could I be tempted by the hush of 
oblivion?

“She picked her poison,” he said to me, “and then killed herself 
slowly.” He strokes her hand gently, a wan smile parts his lips. 

“I found her in bed covered in her own blood. The blood was 
everywhere. Her mouth. Her chest. The sheets. The f loor,” he 
says these words slowly, a confession. 

“Later, I found a five-month supply of her pills in a box under 
her bed.” He doesn’t cry, just speaks plainly. I’m sure the story is 
well-worn by now, an old coat hanging on a rack, a shadow of a 
real person that can almost stand on its own, but not quite. The 
story lacks only its original owner. She will never don that coat 
again. 

“She had been planning this for months. I think she just gave 
up on herself.” I nod—in agreement, commiserating, or rather in 

a way that betrays my complete loss for words, and my pity. I’m 
not sure what he reads on my face.

I squeeze her hand, her limp hand. I shake his hand. It is 
strong and warm. 

“You know, she really did have the biggest heart,” he says to 
me as I’m leaving.

“She was always so kind to everyone,” he looks at her, years 
and years of life and love and loss linger in that look. “Except 
herself.”

Later, I go down to the harbor. The city lights twinkle on 
the water, a portrait of man-made beauty. I find joy in this, hope 
too. Hope that our constructive tendencies at least offset our 
destructive ones. My person sits across from me, happy to be in 
this moment. We toast and smile, our glasses ringing out against 
each other.  
I take a sip. Swallow. Try not to think of her.
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“She was always so kind to 
everyone,” he looks at her, 
years and years of life and 
love and loss linger in that 
look. “Except herself.”



Somewhere in Vietnam
Cassie Parks, 35mm film
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She Lives in a Pineapple Under the Sea
Scott Shuldiner
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Layers
Advika Dani, scratchboard
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ruminations  
  on my mother

i. the world was built on my mother’s backi. the world was built on my mother’s back

and isn’t that the blackest 
most womxnly thing 
to seek solace 
in wide open arms 
and watch them grow tense 
teeth bared and growling 
as if defending 
from hungry animal

and isn’t that the blackest 
most womxnly thing 
to be solace 
to wolves 
bite marks prickling your skin 
and still cradling their head 
to your chest 
until they calm to sleep 
in your arms 

Scott Shuldiner Sabi Sands, South Africa

edwina kisanga

Bathtime

ii. she says she feels unlovableii. she says she feels unlovable

i say do not forget your mother 
and the love she collects 
in every curve of lip and hip 
and hand 
do not forget 
her hands do not waver 
no matter how much weight 
she carries 
do not forget your mother 
will take what she needs 
do not forget 
she does not need often 
do not forget the care with which 
she washes her own feet at night 
do not forget she taught you 
to wash your own feet at night  
do not forget the curve of her hand 
against the bar of soap 
or the curve of your back 
as you now scrub yourself clean

do not forget her hands 
molded you in her image

do not forget 
that love collects 
in the curves of things

iii. to be black and womxniii. to be black and womxn

is to be wounded hunter 
staring down the lion’s throat 
forgetting where the gun is 
or if you ever had one

or to be wounded lion 
limping through the dusk 
bullet stitched into one side 
ears deafened by 
the hunter’s screaming gun

or to be grass that quivers 
when the gun or lion roars 
catching nonetheless 
shell and blood 
hunter and lion 
weight after weight 
in tall green silence

or to be silence 
pained and heavy 
waiting for hunter and lion to sleep 
knowing it does not matter 
which is loudest 
or falls first.
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Florence
Halley Darrach, digital painting
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Looking Up
Richard P. Ng, Jr.
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Burn Into Memory
David Mampre, wood burning
Photographed by Elizabeth Liu

Cholock (Yosemite Falls)
Andy Schilling
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“You don’t understand—I’m a wanted man.”

The gentleman eyed him doubtfully, glancing 
at his all-too-familiar sweater, bobble hat, and 
black hair. “You wanna buy my trench-coat?”

“Yes, yes! They’re trying to find me!” repeated 
the man in stripes, round glasses askew.

A ruffling noise—suddenly, he was trapped. 
Nowhere to run.

“Waldo!”

Cursed stripes.

On the 
    Run Mary Chen

Scott Shuldiner Baltimore, Maryland
Sugar, Baby
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We are enemies. 
Even if 
God wants me to love you, 
I will not. 
Your views forfeit your dignity; 
People taunt you, insisting 
You deserve disdain. 
I cannot believe 
You bleed red, like me. 
I must remind myself that 
You are wrong and I am right, 
You are bad and I am good, 
Whenever I am tempted to think that 
We are all similarly broken. 
Now read from bottom to top.
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Austin Peer

Longing for Sea
Gary Soroosh

Silent Waters
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Andy Schilling
Rain over the North Rim
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The Hopkins Arts in Medicine Society would like to thank our faculty advisor, Dr. Robert Shochet, for 
his helpful guidance and wisdom in the process of creating this volume. We are also eternally grateful 
to all the medical students who submitted their art to Panacea—your creativity and contribution 
continue to remind us that medicine is a field that emphasizes not just the science, but the quintessential 
humanism that binds us all together. 


